
	

 
China Showcase 2015 – Cleantech Companies 
 
Arc Aroma Pure 
Arc Aroma Pure AB (publ) is a cleantech company developing the patented CEPT-
platform. CEPT® is a non-thermal, cost-effective and chemical-free system for biological 
treatment and pasteurization of pumpable products, “cold pasteurization”. CEPT® 
stands for “closed environment PEF treatment” and is based on electroporation. Pulsed 
Electric Field (PEF) creates pores in the cell membrane. The phenomenon is 
scientifically analyzed and occurs when a cell is exposed to a strong electric field and 
this may be one or more very brief electrical pulses that have high power but a very low 
energy content. 
Applications: There are many applications where the CEPT®-platform can make a big 
difference. For example in pretreatment of substrate in the biogas industry, cold 
pasteurization of food and sanitation of sewage sludge and water (such as drinking 
water, industrial water and ballast water, etc.). Furthermore, the technology is an 
important part of the innovative freezing technology the associate company OptiFreeze 
develops which allows freezing of vegetables and berries without loss of flavour or 
texture. 
 
Ascatron 
More power and lower losses with 3DSiC® power electronics. 
Ascatron develop next generation Silicon Carbide power semiconductors based on our 
3DSiC® epitaxial material technology. By replacing conventional ion implantation with 
epitaxy doping structures we improve device performance dramatically. Ascatron 
produce the 3DSiC® material in-house and offer epiwafer with device license or device 
chip processed at foundry. Target applications range from mass markets for solar and 
automotive to high voltage for wind and data centers. 
 
Cityntel 
Cityntel has developed revolutionary new generation context aware street light control 
based on next generation self-configuring wireless flat mesh network and Mist 
computing technologies. 
Instead of just remote control, like existing solutions, we have embedded intelligence 
into each street light making them situation and context aware and to be able to adapt 
streetlight brightness based on actual situation and need. 
 
EMMEDUE 
EMMEDUE develops an environmentally sustainable technology, modular systems with 
diversified production capacities based on customer needs. EMMEDUE is an innovative 
anti-seismic and insulating building system with load bearing walls, thanks to which it is 
possible to realize any building typology or architectural structure, ranging from the most 
simple to the most complex one. EMMEDUE has a complete range of building elements: 



	

load bearing walls, floors, roofing, stairs, partitioning and curtain 
walls. Thanks to its worldwide experience and its presence throughout the world, 
EMMEDUE put at clients disposal the whole of its knowledge and experience creating 
valuable synergies and providing technical solutions. 
 
EN Technologies 
Established in 2003, EN Technologies controls power. This means we shape, convert, 
and transform the power that is needed for driving complex manufacturing, such as thin 
film technology processes, including semiconductors, solar cells and displays such as 
LCDs, OLED, and touch panels. Our customers include some of the largest, most 
demanding global manufacturing companies, such as Samsung, LG, Canon, Sharp, 
Toshiba, Kyocera and others. They use our technology product, called a DC power 
supply, because it provides the extreme consistency in the supply of power that they 
need to drive their large manufacturing processes and equipment. In addition, we have 
recently branched into energy storage, leveraging our knowledge of power flow and 
conversion to develop systems and products which are used by utilities as well as 
commercial and industrial customers to manage their electricity systems. EN was the 
leader in the 2015 54MW energy storage project completed by Korea Electric Power 
Company for regulating their electricity supply. This project, the world’s larges, will grow 
to 500MW by 2017. To date, we have in process or completed nearly 40 MW of such 
power regulation projects for KEPCO, which makes us one of the world’s largest. We 
also are building a second generation suite of products for addressing commercial and 
industrial customers. Our investors include Samsung, LG and the Korea Development 
Bank and we employ 110 people in Korea, China and the US. We are here o cultivate 
strategic and financial partner who may help us to expand our presence in China. 
 
Heda Solar 
Heda Solar is a globally recognized TUV,CQC,MCS,CEC and PV marks certified 
company. 
Zhejiang Heda Solar Technology is a high-tech manufacturer that specializes in solar 
photovoltaic tiles, solar panels, solar street lights, solar systems, silar lightboxes and 
other solar products. 
Heda solar manufactures solar panels, solar lamps and is the only manufacturer in 
China of solar tiles. Our solar tiles are designed to last  on average 40 years longer than 
standard architectural tiles. Lastly,Heda Solar can organize the implementation of all 
products needed for the photovaltaic system. 
 
JM Green 
JM Green specializes in recycling and safe disposal of the organic waste sing fly larvae 
fed on abundant waste nutrient sources. The nutrient recycling bioconversion process 
utilizes waste food as raw materials and generates valuable feed components: an insect 
based protein meal, an extracted fat and a nutrient rich soil conditioner. 
Insect larvae are the natural food of chickens in the wild and fish in streams. Their 
nutritional composition is as good as that of fishmeal and better than soya. As a natural 
food it has excellent take on and digestibility properties. 



	

JM Green has been developing its insect based protein feed, 
extruded oil, and fertilizers since 2012. Following three years of parallel academic and 
manufacturing research, JM Green has built two food waste disposal centers which 
digest 50 tons and 200 tons of food waste everyday. 
 
Oliotalo 
Oliotalo connects devices and machines to business processes, specializing in 
demanding industrial environments. We supply a digital information pipeline between 
remote assets and business processes. With our proven solutions, our customers 
benefit from a reliable solution, faster time to market and a lower technology risk in 
accessing the internet of machines. With experience from installations in over 40 
countries in numerous industrial sectors, Oliotalo is well positioned to partner in 
delivering the most demanding of solutions to unleash new value from our customers’ 
assets. With our solutions, our customers develop new business models, save cost, 
minimize waste and optimize processes. 
 
Softcar 
Softcar – the lowest cost and cleanest car ever. Softcar is a company that develops 
advanced electric vehicles. Traditional steel-frame automotive design is replaced by 
novel approached based on fully recyclable moulded bioplastics for lightweight, high-
performance, attractive and safe vehicle. 
It also offers unprecedented low-cost and TCO at competitive performances thanks to 
simple design, very small battery pack and drastically reduced number of parts. 
Softcar’s vehicle is suitable for low-volume production to reduce capital cost of market 
entry. Break-even below 5000 units per year production. This is compatible with 
distributed manufacturing, each site producing 10,000 to 50,000 vehicles per year, 
allowing favorable treatment by many local governments. 
This Swiss Softcar team — a plastic engineer, a vehicle designer, and an electro-
mobility expert — have combined over 50 years electric vehicle experience. The team 
has created EVs for Swatch, VW, Mercedes Smart, Total and is highly regarded as one 
of world’s most experienced EV design teams. 
1st and 2nd generation EVs from this team are road-proven and still 100% operational 
after 12 years. 
Softcar offers a unique opportunity in fast growth EV markets to secure advance 
technology while leveraging on a Swiss brand with clean technology, superior 
engineering, novel fun design and environmental protection. 
 
Tanktwo 
Tanktwo is a startup with offices in New York and Helsinki, Finland that has developed a 
new type of battery. This battery is mostly useful in Electric Car applications as it can be 
re-energized in less than three minutes. Secondly, it can be produced for roughly half 
the cost of a traditional battery system. Additionally, fast-charging of electric cars with 
traditional methods will lead to a major burden on the electric grid. Tanktwo batteries can 
also be charged on-board or off-board when there is excess capacity. 
Cheaper electric cars, without range anxiety, are made possible by the Tanktwo String 



	

Battery – a large battery pack made with thousands of small 
egg-shaped cells that can be handled as a bulk solid such as sugar or grain. Industrial 
methods for bulk material handling, primarily pneumatic conveying, are mature and cost 
effective, making battery swapping finally a viable method. 
 
Wirepas 
Wirepas is a pioneer of Internet of Things enabling world’s largest single mesh networks. 
Embedded in devices from smart meters and environmental wireless sensors to home 
and building automation, clean tech, health care and lighting. Its unique, disruptive 
software solution Pino allows millions of devices to independently connect to each other 
to form a fully autonomous and infallible network. It connects to the Internet without any 
configuration, independently of any third party network manager, and brings remarkable 
lifetime savings to the service provider. 
	


